Garden Projects for Kids

Today on Gardening in a Minute: garden projects for kids.

Gardening can be fun for the whole family, and there are plenty of projects you can do with your kids that will instill a love for gardening.

Let your kids help when you plant seeds. Children love watching the little plants grow into beautiful flowers and tasty vegetables.

Butterfly gardens are always a big hit with kids. As you choose plants together, you can teach them about larval and nectar plants, and talk about the benefits of insects. Later you’ll watch butterflies flock to the flowers.

Build a birdfeeder or create a toadhouse. Kids like feeling handy and will get a kick out of watching for creatures that take advantage of their handiwork.

You can also build a bean tepee together for them to use as a fort.

For more information about gardening with kids and many other gardening topics, contact your county Extension office or visit Gardening in a Minute dot com.
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